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The 'Mfecane' Aftermath: 

towards a new paradigm 

In a number of papers presented at intervals over the last decade, 
Dr. Julian Cobbing and others have advanced a radical and sweeping 
critique of the concept of the 'mfecane'. This work suggests that the 
'mfecane' (or' difaqane') must be seen as a myth lying at the root of a set 
of interlinked assumptions and distortions that have seriously skewed 
our understanding of the main historical processes oflate eighteenth and 
early nineteenth-century southern Africa. 

Cobbing' s provocative interventions set a new agenda for scholars of 
the precolonial past, and oblige students of later periods to rethink the 
'mfecane' as a base-line from which to trace subsequent develop-ments. 
The critique of 'mfecane' theory marks the beginning of a fresh rendering 
of the history of precolonial southern Africa, with implications for 
scholars from a range of disciplines, notably history, anthropology, 
archaeology, history of art, and African languages. 

Students of the period are beginning to acknowledge thatwhatis now 
neededisasystematicattemptbyscholarstograpplewiththeimplications 
of this critique for their respective areas of study. In some instances the 
new ideas have already been picked up and developed further in a way 
that has begun to reinvigorate precolonial studies. The colloquium, 
hosted by the Department of Social Anthropology, University of the 
Witwatersrand, will seek to encourage this development, and to provide 
a forum for area specialists and scholars from a range of disciplines to 
review one another's responses to the critique of 'mfecane' theory. 

The implications of this debate are not confined to the regionally
based reconceptualisation of the precolonial past. They extend to a host 
of more general questions: the southern African slave trade; the making 
ofcolonialmyths; the use of eighteenth and nineteenth-century historical 
sources; the making of group identities; and the politics of the 



production of history. The colloquium will address these issues as 
well. 

Dr. Cobbing will deliver an opening address on the evening of Friday 
6 September, 1991. Papers will be grouped into sessions to be held on 
Saturday 7 September and the morning of Sunday 8 September. It is 
planned that the colloquium culminate in an extended plenary session in 
which the various contributions and micro-studies can be drawn together 
in an attempt at overall re-assessment of 'mfecane' theory and of the 
critique initiated by Cobbing. 

Copies of the final papers (25 pp. A4) must be supplied by 1 August, 
1991, for pre-circulation to participants. Participants who will not be 
offering papers must make formal application to attend the colloquium. 

Witwatersrand University Press and Natal University Press are interested in 
the joint publication of a selection of revised papers from the colloquium. 

To arrange participation in the colloquium, or for further information, 
please contact: 

Department of Social Anthropology 
University of the Witwatersrand 
Johannesburg, WITS 2050. 
Tel (011) 716-4196/2766 



ACCOMMODATION 

Unfortunately Wits University is unable to offer on-campus 
accomodation during the mid-term holidays. Special 
arrangements for conference participants requiring accom
modation have been made through Wildlife Travel Services. 

Two types of reasonably-priced accommodation are available: 

• Bed (en suite bathroom) and breakfast in private homes 
near Wits or on Wits bus routes. Cost: approx. RS0.00 per 
person. 

• Bed (en suite bathroom) and breakfast at the Milpark 
Holiday Inn, near Wits. Cost: approx. R65.00 per person 
sharing. 

Transport twice a day between this hotel and the colloquium 
will be provided. 

A wide range ofrestaurants are to be found within easy walking 
distance of Wits. 

Participants requiring accommodation should make their 
arrangements with Wildlife Travel Services (contact person: 
Anne-Marie Berger) as soon as possible, indicating clearly their 
status as conference participants. Travel companions of 
participantsarewelcometoavailthemselvesofthisarrangement. 

Address: 

Postal: 

Telephone: 
Fax: 
Telex: 

Wildlife Travel Services, Shop 3, 
101 Lancaster Ave., Craighall Park, 2196. 
Johannesburg, South Africa. 

PO Box 81192, 
Parkhurst 2120. Johannesburg, South Africa. 

(011) 442-8007 /8036 
(011) 442-8015 
4228945A 



DRAFT PROGRAMME 

Please note that the Wits Spring Festival "Cultural Identity in a New South 
Africa" coincides with the colloquium, and colloquium participants will be able 
to attend its evening events. These Jzave been marked for your infonnation on 

the programme below. 

Friday 6 September, 1991 

5.00pm - 6.00pm: 

6.00pm 

7.00pm 

8.00pm 

Registration 
Foyer of John Moffat Building, 
East Campus, Wits. 
Fee: R70.00 (R45.00 Full-time 
students) - covers conference 
administration, papers, teas, lunches,cocktail 
party 

Opening Address by Dr. Julian Cobbing 
Dorothy Susskind Auditorium, 
John Moffat Building. 

Cocktail Party 
Foyer, John Moffat Building 

Wits Spring Festival Gala Concert 
featuring Amjat Ali Khan 
Great Hall. 

Saturday 7 September, 1991 

8.30am -10.00am: 

10.00am-10.30am: 

10.30am - 12.00pm: 

12.00pm - 1.30pm: 

1.30pm - 3.00pm: 

Session One 
John Moffat Building. 

Tea . 
Foyer of John Moffat Building 

Session Two 
John Moffat Building 

Lunch 
Function Room, Students' Union Building. 

Session Three 
John Moffat Building 

-



3.00pm - 3.30pm: 

3.30pm - 5.00pm: 

5.00pm - 6.00pm 

Entertainment 

6.00pm-10.00pm 

Tea 
Foyer of John Moffat Building 

Session Four 
Gertrude Posel Gallery, Senate House 

Preview of the W. Burton Exhibition 
Gertrude Pose! Gallery, Senate House 

Wits Spring Festival Films 

Sunday 8 September, 1991 

9.00am - 11.00am Session Five 
John Moffat Building 

11.00am - 11.30am Tea 
Foyer of John Moffat Building 

11.30am - 1.00pm Session Six 
John Moffat Building 

1.00pm - 2.00pm Finger Lunch 
Foyer of John Moffat Building 

2.00pm - 3.30pm Plenary Session 
John Moffat Building 

3.30pm-4.00pm Tea 

Entertainment 

4.00pm - 6.00pm 

6.30pm 

Foyer of John Moffat Building 

Wits Spring Festival Panel Discussion 
South African Resistance Politics in the 
Forties and Fifties. 

Wits Spring Festival Film Premier 
'Eleven Miles' with Ruchir Joshi and The 
Bauls of Bengal. 

Monday 9 September, 1991 
Teaching the mfecane 



Provisional List of Participants 

Austen, Ralph A. (University of Chicago) 
Becker, Rayda (Wits) 
Bonner, Philip (Wits) 
Chisholm, Linda (Wits) 
Cloete, Laura (Wits) 
Cobbing, Julian (Rhodes) 
Cope, Richard (Wits) 
Coplan, David (UCT /UWC) 
Cuthbertson, Gregory CUNISA) 
Delius, Peter (Wits) 
Dowson, Thomas A. (Wits) 
Du Bruyn, Johannes T. (UNISA) 
Etherington, Norman (University of Western Australia) 
Gewald, Jan Bart (Netherlands) 
Gorham, Cathy (UCT) 
Gray, Stephen (RAU) 
Greybe, Shelley (Sached/Wits) 
Gump, Jim (University of San Diego) 
Guy, Jeff (University of Trondheim) 
Hall, Simon (Wits) 
Hamilton, Carolyn (Wits) 
Hammond-Tooke, David (Wits) 
Hartley, Guy (UCT) 
Horwitz, Eve (Wits University Press) 
Huffman, Thomas (Wits) 
King, Robert H. (University of Zululand) 
Kinsman, Margie 
I<lopper, Sandra (UCT) 
Kros, Cynthia (Wits) 
Krige, Sue (Wits) 
Kuper, Adam (Brunel University) 
Lambourne, Brigid (Wits) 
Louw, Stephen (Wits) 
Lucas, Justine (Wits) 
Macallister, Patrick (!SEP, Rhodes) 
Malaba, Mbongeni (University of Zimbabwe) 
Mamba, Sicheme R (UNISW A) 
Manson, Andrew (University of Bophutatswana) 
Maylam, Paul (University of Natal, Durban) 



Mazibuko, Edward Z (UNISWA) 
Meintjies, Shiela (Wits) 
Monteith, Mary (Centaur Publications) 
Omer-Cooper, John (University of Otago) 
Parsons, Neil 
Peires, Jeff (UNITRA) 
Richner, Jurg (Rhodes) 
Sandrock, Jo (Wits University Press) 
Saunders, Christopher CUCn 
Shell, Robert (Princeton) 
Sieborger, Rob CUCn 
Vail, Leroy (Harvard University) 
Webster, Alan (Rhodes) 
Wells, Julie (University of Zimbabwe) 
Wilmsen, Edwin (University of Chicago) 
Wright, John B. (University of Natal, PMB) 
Wylie, Dan (Rhodes University) 

Participants who are interested in receiving copies of papers in 
advance of registration should use the abstracts as a guideline to 
request advance copies of selected papers. Please quote the 
author and the name of the paper given when placing your order 
with us. Advance orders must reach us by 15 July, 1991. 

The following abstracts were received by 1 June, ·1991 
(Please note that promised abstracts received late 
will be made available in July) 

Advance copies will be posted out in the first week in August. 
Please allow time for the papers to reach you. 



- "This King who sows no corn and breeds no sons": -
1HE "MONSTROUS" REPRESENTATION OF SHAKA IN NGUNI 

AND CO:tvfP ARA TIVE AFRICAN PERSPECTIVE 

Ralp~ A. Austen • University of Chicago 

Shaka is presented in aLDost all the earliest sources 

available to us as a w1tchlike figure whose rise to power is 

based upon the ·•eating' of the reproductive capacities of his own 

people and those whoru he conquers. I will review briefly the 

philological issues surrounding specific statements of this k1nd 

about Shaka. The main body of the paper will attempt to defend 

the plausibility of such statements on the basis of similar 

patterns found in the representation of strong rulership in other 

parts of Africa. The equation of witchcraft and political 

authority has a basis in both internal and external political 

economy. Toe internal basis is a zero-slllll view of the relation

ship between reproduction and individual ascendancy and is 

articulated in rich discourses of sexuality, gender, agriculture 

and politics. Toe external basis ls the experience of the slave 

trade as well as the colonial and post-colonial state which, in 

many parts of Africa, have been incorporated very intricately 

into the discourses of witchcraft. Thus it seems unreasonable to 

argue that the ruost disturbine ideas surrounding the rufecane at·e 

European inventions, since they appear to draw upon widespread 

and deeply held African systems of representation. On the other 

hand, the interpretation of these ideas and the political 

processes they co111Jaent upon as purely indigenous is also problem

atic. Nguni representatior~ of Shaka thus require an effort of 

research and analysis which simultaneously parallels, supplements 

and depends upon more positivist studies of south African history. 

-- -- l 



OF CANNIBALS AND KINGS:. 
M~ History and Folk Genres in the Construction of Shaka 

David Coplan • University of Cape Town 

Of Cannjbals and Kings: Nyth, History, and Falk Genres jn the 
Construct.ion of Shaka. One of the greatest difficulties facing those 
who would separate myt11 from history in the career of Shaka Zulu is 
thP. paucity of written sources, and the unsupported and necessarily 
jdiosyncratic readings of th~ ones we have. Jn such a situation, 
oral traditions and folk genres, some of which e~ist in documP-ntary 
form, might seem to provide a valuable supplimentary source of illumi
nation. Structural anthropologists such as Luc de Heusch, however, 
have cautioned strongly against the overconfident use of legendary 
chronicles, which are constructed not as an alternative rhetoric of 
history but as myths; statements about cosmic order (Schoffeleers 
1985). Such statements, however, are neither timeless nor uniformly 
composed or distributed, any more than are the societies and contexts 
that produced and reproduced them. This paper examines cert~in.his
torjcal metaphors or mythic tropes, specifically those of cannibalism 
and witchcraft, that appear in various settings and periods as glosses 
on Shaka and the Mfecane in the folk genres of southern Africa. The 
question addressed is to what extent such metaphoric tropes may have 
1njected the discourse of African cosmology and social structure into 
historic~! representations of Shaka. By extention, the idea of myth 
a~ history may cause us lo consider the ways in which our own Western 
preconceptions, not only of Shaka, but of ourselves and our societies 
as colonisers both in and oi history, shape our construction of the 
Nfecane. 

I -- -- I 



HUNTERS, TRADERS & SLAVERS: 
The 'mfecane' impacts on Bushman ritual and art 

Thomas Dowson • University of the Witwatersrand 

Although most archaeologists have taken into account cultural 

interactions of the last 2000 years, some still present Bantu 

spet1.king ft1rroers 11s moving into unoccupied territory; the 

Bush111en who worked for them, with who111 they traded, with whom 

they came into conflict, with whom they intermarried and froro 

whom some groups absorbed distinctive linguistic features are 

invisible. Historical research has, in this respect, fallen 

prey to apartheid's cultural divisionist ideology. Despite 

acknowledgrnent of contact the social and ideological foundation 

of this interaction has essentially been ignored. 

While critic11l theory today continues to demythologise 

Southern African history, the po:iition of the Bushmen should not 

be overlooked or downplayed. And, if studies are to move 

towards the ideology of contact, neither should Bushman rock 

art be ignored. 

For the last decade Bushtoan art has been regarded as simply 

communicating religious experiences of medicine men and woroen. 

Bush111an art, however, actively negotiated power relations, 

which during the last 2000 year:i must al:.o have involved those 

relations between hunter-gatherers and farmers. How imperviou:; 

were the Bu:.bmen to events at the begir,ing of the last century? 

And, how caught up were their ritual and artistic traditions in 

the:.e events? By asking quei:;tions like tbei:;e rock art research 

can contibute to critical paradigm building of the rnfecane. 

------- - -• - ------



UNTAPPED SOURCES: 
Slave exports from southern and central Namibia 

up to the rnid-ninteenth century 

J.B. Gewald • Netherlands 

Slave exports from southern and central Namibia up to the mid 
nineteenth century 

It is a generally accepted historical thesis that no slaving for 
the transatlantic or Cape colonial trade ever occurred in pre
colonial central and southern Namibia. However, the publication 
of new material and the critical re-examination of previous 
material make it unacceptable for one to continue to believe and 
postulate this thesis. The paper to be presented argues that 
central and southern Namibia did not proceed through history 
unaffected by the demands of the Cape colonial and transatlantic 
slave trades. It provides evidence to substantiate this line of 
argument and suggests further avenues of investigation. 

The paper notes that as the Cape colony grew so to did its demand 
for cattle, slaves and other commodities. The paper argues that 
Namibia not only supplied cattle but also slaves to satisfy this 
demand. The paper notes the increasing export of cattle from the 
Namibian coast from the 1700s onwards and argues that by the last 
quarter of the eighteenth century it had become common for 
captives to be sold to passing ships.· The paper notes the 
emergence and development of Commando raiding polities in central 
Namibia which, in an effort to supply the ever increasing demand 
for cattle, carried the raiding frontier ever further North. The 
paper argues that the unceasing raids to supply the trade led to 
the growth of an ever increasing number of dispossessed and 
impoverished ex-pastoralists; it was these people who, if 
captured, were exported as slaves either to the coast or the Cape 
colony. 

The paper concludes that slaves were indeed exported from 
southern and central Namibia. However, it would appear that the 
traded slaves were at all stages exported as the by-product of 
raided cattle. 

-• - ------



PORT NATAL: A 'BLIND' DARKNESS 
speculation, trade, the creation of a vortex 

of violence and the 'mfecane' 

Cathy Gorham • University of Cape Town 

Mbuyazi (Henry Francis Fynn) told me he would have been a 
rich man, and would not have required to be in this part of 
Africa, had it not been for certain specie that ought to 
have been shipped at Cape Town but wasn't" 

William Bazley, James Stuart Archive, vol 1, p.58. 

In 1822 Captain W F W Owen of the Royal Navy received orders to 
survey the south east coast of Africa. This he did, in command 
of HMS Leven and assisted by the Barracouta and Cockburn, his 
voyages taking hinm, as far as this paper's concern will extend, 
from Britain to Brazil, Cape Town, Algoa Bay, from Mozambique 
Island to Inhambane, Ouillimane, and Delagoa Bay, not forgetting 
Port Natal. Between 1822 and the completion of his mission along 
the south east coast of Africa, a rapid explosion of interest 
amongst Cape Colony based merchants in the possibilities to which 
Owen's explorations pointed, resulted in the scheme which saw 
H F Fynn and F G Farewell extend the commercial frontier well 
beyond col on i al borders. Their search for a trading port to 
facilitate commun i eat ion between their base, Cape Town (and, 
later, Grahamstown) and the inhabitants of the virtually 
unexploited interior created a nexus at Port Natal, a vortex of 
power and violence which swirled with the currents driving socio
po lit i ea l unheava 1 s amongs the inhabitants of the sub-continent. 
This murkiness, from whence the spectre of the Zulu state rises 
large, has, through a double tradition of settler and Africanist 
history, become known as the "mfecane". 

This paper aims to analyse the effects of this commercial 
expansion from its inception, through the establishment of a 
trading base, to the point where it began to behave as a hybrid 
"state", creating its own rules for trade, commodity supply and 
demand, and diplomacy. Until 1828-9 the Natal traders relied 
upon coastal shipping for their contact with the commercial 
metropole, the Cape Colony, but as a consequence of losses and 
schisms amongst the group, and an increased knowledge of regional 
ethnology and geography, were able to promote and open up 
overland routes between the eastern frontier and, furthermore, 
Delagoa Bay. Instead of the idiosyncratic, hermetic entity 
portrayed by conventional "'mfecane" literature, Port Natal and 
its hinterland acted as a link between the Cape Colony and 
Del agoa Bay, as we 11 as an avenue to trade in the immediate 
t:'interland, and must be viewed historiographically as such. It 
is therefore toward a contextual and geographical reintegration 
that the paper will work. 

Certain c~i~i~al questions need to be asked if the Natal traders, 
their activities, relations with surrounding polities and effect 
on· local and regional upheavals is to be properly unde 0rstood for 
~~am~le: what_was the configuration of power amongst the traders 
Na~cl a nd white; what commodity (commodities) were imported t~ 
sou~c~sa~1 ;:at was this traded for; where lay the respective 

ese goods; how were they transported and by whom; 



and what regulated supply and demand? Furthermore, what dictated 
the axis of trade, and where lay the emphasis in interest, at the 
Cape or at Delagoa Bay? 

Indeed what drew the traders to this precise location? This, 
seemingly, is a simple question with, according to Bryant, 
Mackeurtan, Omer-Cooper, Thompson et al, an even more simple 
answer: ivory. However, no direct reference to an express wish 
of the mission to Natal to establish a trade in ivory can be 
found in the accounts of Henry Francis Fynn and Nathaniel Isaacs, 
the pivotal sources in the early (hence subsequent) literature. 
Instead, Isaacs writes in his Travels and Adventures in Eastern 
Africa of Captain King's "voyage of a speculative nature" (vol. 
1, p.xxx). What, then, were the traders in search of" And what 
was the nature of the certain "specie" which failed to arrive at 
the Cape, prompting Fynn to join Farewell's expedition? 
According to the Cobbing-hypothesis, this would be related to the 
abolition of the slave trade in the Colony and the resultant 
quest for an a 1 te rnate source of 1 abour. Again, a set of 
critical questions needs answers: to what extent, if at all, were 
the traders involved in the ivory trade; how did they procure 
this commodity; and to what extent were their trade interests 
diversified? 

Once these issues are placed firmly within the context of socio
political developments of the period - economic factors at the 
Cape, the Portuguese presence north of Port Nata 1, and the 
expansion of British interest in and knowledge of the south east 
coast of Africa, set against moves to implement Abolition - the 
activities of Europeans in and around Port Natal from 1824 onward 
appear in a new light. The paper aims to focus this light on the 
destabilising impact of the white traders and their umizis, 
adding to the revision of "mfecane" literature which recognises 
a need to point out and explore the pitfalls and their raison 
d'etre in the conventional theory that the Zulu state was solely 
responsible for most of early nineteenth century South African 
politics. 

Since it is my belief that much of these activities has been 
obscured by the "production" of history, it will be necessary to 
review these issues from the point of their inception, hence the 
paper will explore these "mercantile speculations· against the 
background of their historiographical origination: history needs 
to be reunited with reality, in spite of the alluring powers of 
fantasy. In examining the mechanisms of trade at Port Natal 
between the umizis and surrounding areas, it will be demonstrated 
that their impact was sufficiently deleterious to contribute 
significantly to an "mfecane" of another type: slave raiding, gun 
running, greed, and the redistribution of "refugees". 

--------
• -- -- I 



ORIGINS OF THE ':MFECANE' -
an ecological perspective 

Jim Gump • University of San Diego 

One who engages in the history of precapitalist Zulu land confronts 

a relative dearth of primary evidence. It follows that conclusions 

concerning the nature of prc-Shakan state formation are, and wiU likely • 

remain, speculative. Nonetheless, it seems probable that the Zulu 

kingdom did not emerge in a re-volutionary outburst, as much of the 

traditional literature on the "mfecane" would suggesL State formation 

among the northern Nguni-speaking peoples of southern Africa began as 

much as a half-century before Shaka, and entails rather more than the 

battles and famines of the 1820's and 1830's. This proposed paper, 

which relics in part on evidence from the James Stuart papers, argues 

that the process began among lowland chiefdoms as a defensive response 

to the incursions of upland pastora.lists, who had exceeded the limits of 

their resource ecology by the eighteenth century. Lowland chiefdoms 

transformed traditional circwncision sets into mullifunctional amabntho 

for better dcfense and producti-vity. When the Madh!athulc famine 

occurred in the early 1800's, the ruling houses of the Mthethwa, Qwabe, 

Ndwandwc, and Ngwane, made use of disciplined age-set regiments to 

compete for desirable ecological zones. The Zulu leader Shaka (ea. 17tf7-

1828) based his expansionary program on these -versatile amabutho and 

from them forged a centralized state. 

- -- - , --



'DIFAQANE' CAVERNS: 
A preliminary assesernent of age, content and structure 

Simon Hall • University of the Witwatersrand 

Most archaeological enquiries into the Late Iron Age (LIA) of the 
Transvaal and Orange Free State end in the first third of the 
19th century because of the wholesale destruction of the Highveld 
LIA stone wall settlements which is attributed to the turmoil of 
the "difaqane·. Extreme settlement fluidity and fragmentation of 
defensive and offensive communities has left us with an ephemeral 
and a seemingly unpatterned archaeological record which is 
difficult to access. While we recognise the destruction of 
sites, detail of life during episodes of disruption remains 
obscure. 

As part of a wider enquiry into the archaeology of 19th century 
LIA transformations in the Transvaal, an examination of an 
assumed "difaqane· refuge site at Gatsrand, near Potchefstroom, 
has been started. The site consists of two distinct components; 
one below and one above ground (upstairs and downstairs). 
Downstairs comprises a small entrance into a large dolomitic 
cavern system which preserves about seventy stone and daub huts; 
literally a whole village underground. The upstairs site 
consists of over forty hut floors and several small stone cattle 
byres which cluster directly around the cavern entrance. The two 
components were undoubtedly contemporary. The upstairs component 
is atypical of 18th century LIA settlement preferences and the 
downstairs site is completely aberrant. The labour evident in 
the construction of the cavern village suggests a considerable 
investment in providing a relatively permanent hideaway or 
defensive position against sustained stress. The assumption that 
this stems from early 19th century turmoil is examined. A 
further aspect of the study is spatial and seeks to relate the 
spatial order/reorder/disorder of both components to the social 
and economic disruption of the_period. 

The "difaqane· revisionist debate provides a broad spectrum of 
ideas within which the archaeology of that period ~an be 
interpreted, and at the same time assess the utility of these 
frameworks in accounting for the data as they become available. 
EKtrapolating, as has been done, a traditional 'difaqane" concept 
into deeper Iron Age time is dangerous given the current 
revisionism and the fact that we have no secure knowledge of what 
the archaeology of the 'difaqane' actually looks like. 

[ -- -- • 



JAMES STUART AND THE DIALOGUE BETWEEN 
'CIVILISED AND UNCIVILISED' 

Carolyn Hamilton • University of the Witwatersrand 

James Stuart's collection of oral evidence from the Zulu and 
neighbouring peoples, constitutes one of the major sources for 
the history of early nineteenth-century Zululand and Natal. 
Stuart has alternatively been hailed as a man ahead of his time 
because of his meticulous recording methods, and villified as "a 
representative and influential product of an unpleasant 
generation", whose "thought exemplifies the pathologies of 
colonial society ... "(See Julian Cobbing's review article on the 
published James Stuart Archive, entitled "A Tainted Well. The 
Objectives Historical Fantasies, and Working Methods of James 
Stuart, with Counter-Argument", Journal of Natal and Zulu 
History, XI (1988), pp.115-154) 

Through a reading of Stuart's publications and investigation of 
the vast residue of the unpublished Stuart papers - his private 
correspondence, draft manuscripts, and his notes to himself - the 
paper will show that in significant ways, Stuart was painfully 
at odds with the prevailing sentiments of his fellow colonists: 
he was disenchanted with official "native policy" of the time; 
he objected to isibalo labour levies and the dispossession of 
Africans from their lands; and he evinced a powerful commitment 
to giving Africans a say in their own affairs as well as to 
allowing them to be heard in their own words. As he put it, 

This question of the contact between the civilized and 
uncivilized races receives its expression almost 
entirely from the civilized themselves. The whole 
controversy is an ex parte affair - conducted by the 
civilized against one another, instead of by civilized 
and uncivilized. The uncivilized man's voice is never 
heard. In any case, it cannot be detected amidst all 
the Babel of talk that is constantly going on ... In a 
question of this kind surely the voice of the people 
primarily concerned is of the grea·tesr importance. 
(KCAL, Stuart Papers, file 42, item xxi) 

One of the tasks of the paper will be to assess to what extent 
and in what form "the uncivilized man's voice" can be heard in 
Stuart's notes. 

In seeking to take account of the complexity of Stuart's career, 
the highly contested development of the "native policies" of the 
ear 1 y twentieth-century, and the tremendous ambiguity of the 
positions of their formulators, the paper aims to facilitate the 
reading and assessment of the historical material contained in 
the testimonies recorded by Stuart. 

- -• - -



THE BA1TLE OF DI1HAKONG AND '!vfFECANE' THEORY 

Guy Hartley • University of Cape Town 

This paper will attempt to explore the relationship between the 
battle of Dithakong and 'mfecane' theory in connection with the 
growing critique led by Julian Cobbing. The-events at Dithakong 
on 25-27 June 1823 stand at a critical juncture to the latest 
debates and are catalyst to the very heart of the issues at 
stake. 

In the past, Dithakong has been viewed as a defense against the 
threatening advance of a numerous and destitute 'mfecane' 
migratory grouping. However, latest versions interpret the events 
in terms of a slave and cattle raid on an unprovoked and non
aggres:.ive people. Julian Cobbing, Jurg Richner and Jan-Bart 
Gewald have presented these alternative analyses which although 
similar in broader intention are distinct in detailed 
explanation. 

Ever since Cobbing has questioned the fundamental tenets of 
'mfecane' theory and suggested rather that the destabilizations 
within black society during the 1820's sprang from European 
penetration, there have been efforts both by himself and his 
students to give his ideas academic credibility. Although noting 
the advances made by Cobbing and others, it will be argued that 
with regard to Dithakong the analyses are forced and suited to 
meet the demands of the larger suppositions of "European" 
expansionism and labour demands. 

The first section of the paper will focus on Dithakong itself. 
All the alternative analyses show extreme scepticism towards the 
eyewitness narratives of the events and pay little attention to 
the reports about the "Hantatee horde." It will be suggested that 
such an approach is unwarranted and that a correct understanding 
of the "Hantatee" would validate the traditional accounts. 

The second section will address the broader implications of 
Dithakong with particular reference to the upheavals west of the 
Drakensberg. Without completely returning to the traditional 
'mfecane' model, a synthesis approach will be proposed whereby 
the conflicts need to be viewed as a complex interplay of 
"European" and Afrocentr le forces. It ls hoped that such an 
approach would provide a more adequate framework for further 
historical research in this area. 

• -- -- l 



THE WESTERN TRANSVAAL 1500-1800 

Margaret Kinsman 

Julian Cobbing's work has offered a variety of new propositions 
about change in 19th century southern Africa. Most scholars 
would agree with at least parts of his critique of the Mfecane, 
especially the way in which it has been used to rationalise the 
expropriation of land from blacks. Yet, the reconstruction of 
historical events which he proposes to replace the Mfecane is 
highly problemmatic. He argues that the growing ties to I 
international trade were catastrophic. \Yet his vision of white, 
Griqua and Korana slavers widely disp~acing black communities 
takes away the possibility of African agency. Africans are 
relieved of the capacity to direct historical change and become 
simple victims of wider historical forces. This is reflected in 
his periodisation: his study focuses on the late eighteenth and 
early nineteenth centuries. He ignores the possibility that 
African communities were caught in the process of profound change 
at the time of increased involvement in international trade 
networks. We are given no historical context to help us assess 
the impact of the changes he describes. 

My paper will focus on the western Transvaal from about 1500 to 
1800. Archaeological studies of the area are still superficial, 
and oral traditions not yet systematically collected in the area. 
So the first part of my paper will be a set of proposals about 
socio-economic changes happening in the area from about 1500 to 
1750. It will argue that growing inequalities in wealth and 
shifting relationships between men and women worked to reshape 
Tswana society and set in motion gee-political shifts which saw 
the rise and fall of the Rolong chiefdomship. The second part 
of the paper will focus on the arrival of refugee groups from the 
Cape Colony from about 1750 to 1820. They did to some extent 
destabi 1 ise local communities. Yet, I wi 11 argue that when 
placed within the context of ongoing changes in the region, the 
"Korana" and Griqua accelerated rather than initiated change. 
The third part of the paper will query whether or not we can 
speak of a "Mfecane" in the region. 

All in all I will argue that if we are to overcome the 
deficiencies of the old Mfecane argument, we must do so by better 
pursuing the pre-colonial African past in southern Africa than 
by constructing simplistic but in many ways equally biased 
alternatives. 

• ------- - ] 



'TEACHING IN THE AFfERMATII' 

Cynthia Kros • University of the Witwatersrand 
Shelley Greybe • SACHED 

This paper will prov1de an account of its authors' experiences 
in working towards a revised narrative of the so-called "mfecane" 
with a group of fourth year university students training to be 
secondary school h1story teachers, and 1n developing teaching 
materials suitable for use in general South African high school 
classrooms. 

The paper will argue that it is absolutely essential to 
reconstruct a narrative for the early nineteenth century in South 
Africa. In high schools there is a sense of history in 
transition and the danger exists that the "mfecane", which has 
served to legitimate some of the basic premises of Apartheid as 
Julian Cobbing has argued, may yet be appropriated by those who 
have a political interest in demonstrating that the "Zulu nation 

has a very special history". (Buthelezi quoted in Vr~ 
Weekblad, 10-16 May, 1991.) The authors contend that 1t is not 
enough simply to present high school teachers with the academic 
debate over the dimensions of the "mfecane". The new school of 
historical writing on the early nineteenth century has shattered 
long held perceptions and in many instances, as interviews with 
teachers have revealed, their self-confidence. Hence, we have 
felt compelled to provide a reconstructed narrative wh1ch might 
serve as a new framework for studying, what we have provisionally 
called, raiding and trad1ng in the early nineteenth century. 

The paper w1ll be divided into two sections: 

One: An account of reconstructing ear 1 y nineteenth century 
history in the "aftermath" with fourth year students. 

Two: Moving the narrative into classroom practice. 

[. ------- -- I 



A CHIP OFF THE OLD BLOCK: 
Moletsane's Taung and the false history of the 

early nineteenth-century 'Interior" 

Brigid Lam~ourne• University of the Witwatersrand 

The mfecane myth misrepresented the Taung as one of four large 
tribes' in Transorangia set in motion as marauding hordes by 
Tlokwa "devastation" and Hlubi and Ngwone invasions, forced to 
take refuge across the Vaal and "to live by plunder and traverse 
the land as devastating hordes" 2 • Once energised as a predatory 
band 1 , the Taung are supposed to have carried famine and anarchy 
as far as the the Molopo River, preying on, amongst others, the 
Hurutse, Ndebele', Seleka-Rolong and a number of Griqua, 
Bergenaar and Kora communities. Accounts differ as to the 
duration of this energisation - Ellenberger has the Taung 
alternate, in two year periods, between pillage north of the Vaal 
and peaceful settlement, back "home" to the south, while most 
stabilise his marauding career between 1822 and 1829, after which 
he and his remaining 150 followers "took refuge" with the Griqua 
at Phillipolis. Here they had the good fortune to come under 
the influence of the gospel and, unable to return to former 
territory (between the Sand and Valsch Rivers) as Boer farmers 
had taken over the area, were resettled under the missionary 
Rolland as part of the congealing "Sotho" kingdom. Subsequently 
dispossessed Taung, and those returning from periods of labour 
in the colony, were also resettled here. As an old man, 
Moletsane developed a firm friendship with Ellenberger, who 
together with Theal and others were largely responsible for the 
creation of Sotho history ( and the above version of Taung 
history). Here then the story has come full circle, and we can 
begin to re-examine the history of the Taung from eye-witness 
accounts with a view to unravelling the lies and distortions. 

The abortion of the ( settler- and missionary-inseminated) mfecane 
has left the raider image of the Taung intact in the new history. 
Cobbing describes a fusion of the Taung and Ghoya, who became 
Koranna-ised, and formed a revolutionary accretion which was part 
victim, part aggressor. This paper, however, suggests that the 
Taung were overwhelmingly victims, on the defensive, in this 
"chain of violence". The nexus of violence in this area saw power 
relations rapidly determined by access to horses, guns and 
missionaries - of which the Taung had none. Eye-witnesses 
recorded that the Ghoya had had all their cattle stolen, and all 
the chidren over walking age captured by 1824. Missionaries and 

1 Eye witnesses used the terms "Taung" and "Ghoya" 
interchangeably, though sometimes identifying the Taung as one 
of the Ghoya "tribe~• The latter distinction is implied in 
this paper in reference to the Taung of Moletsane. 

'see Omer-Cooper, J.D., The Zulu Aftermath, p.88, 94-7. 

>ey "emulating Nguni military formations and tactics", such 
as "adopting short stabbing spears "(Rasmussen, Migrant Kingdom, 
p.51) 

'Raiding the Ndebele "at least seven times"(Ibid.) 



travellers recorded that people in this area fled in terror at 
the approach of hat-wearers, and dwelt largely in hidden caves 
or on defensible hill-tops. Such references suggest that the 
Taung are far better characterised as a community repeatedly 
subjected to large scale raids by agents of both the Portuguese 
slave trade, and the colony's labour seizing network - raids from 
which, without armed assistance, they had little defence. 

The resketching of the history of Transorangia in the early 
nineteenth-century provides a backdrop against which to 
reconceptualise the Taung. This paper is concerned with 
detailing what or who the Taung were originally, prior to the 
"re-creation" of a conceptually different community with a 
different history by missionaries. The value of studying what 
might be regarded as a marginal or insignificant community is 
that of a case study which provides insights of a far broader 
application. The Taung are particularly revealing of the forces 
at work in the northern "interior" as their location exposed them 
to the ravages of competing labour and ea ttle raiders. The 
dynamics of that complex network of fluctuating alliances in 
which the Taung were engaged, is informative of the nuanced 
responses of small, dispersed communities to the ~ul ture of 
violence which primitive accumulators - or the agents of early 
colonialism - ini tia~ed in areas beyond the reaches of "official• 
colonisation. This implies a reassessment of the metaphor of the 
"blank slate" upon which the boers were to write their early 
republics, and a reinsertion of a long history of interaction 
which replaces "race" with such concepts as material culture 
(visibly, hats; fundamentally, guns, horses and the support of 
their providers) as the central determinant of "haves" and "have
nots" in power relations. Sparse and contradictory evidence 
dictates that much of the hypothesis is comparative and somewhat 
speculative, but nonetheless a 'valid exercise if the lived 
experiences of small communities without resident white recorders 
are to be painted into the intricate historical picture of early 
nineteenth-century South Africa. 

JIii .. -- I 



RECONSTRUCTION OF HISTORY: 
The case of Shaka 

M.Z. Malaba • University of Zimbabwe 

The history of the Shaken era is a fascinating one because of the 
frequent rev1sions that have taken place. 

For the literary h1storian, the constant revaluations of the life 
and times of Shaka, the first Zulu king, prov,de an illuminating 
index of the social and political issues at stake during the 
times in which they were written and the usefulness of the Shakan 
mot,f to the writers in question. 

The pioneering black Southern African writers - notably Thomas 
Mofolo, Magema Fuze and John Dube - shared the sensibility of the 
praise-poets who celebrated Shaka as a great warr,or king, but 
differ from the eulogistic style of the praise-poets by 
questioning, in varying degrees, the means by wh i eh Shaka 
established his empire. 

The next major phase in Shaken literature came with the 
consolidation of the "received wisdom" in the late 1920s, in the 
pioneering historiographical works, notably AT Bryant's Plden 
Times in Zululand and Natal. These authors relied heavily on 
oral testimony and the scattered accounts of the first white 
settlers in Zululand, during Shaka's reign. 

A marked reassessment came in the 50s and 60s, when Shaka was 
mobilised, largely by dramatists from French-speaking Africa as 
a heroic leader whose major preoccupation was the founding of a 
nation-state. Significantly, many of these writers played active 
roles in the newly independent African states, particularly 
Leopold Sedar Senghor, Seydou Badian and Ojibril Niane. Senghor 
and Badian specifically take issue with Mofolo's characterisation 
of Shaka as the "originator-of-al 1-things-evi l"'; preferring, 
instead, to celebrate Shaka's success in imposing a super-tribal 
identity. 

A similar pre-occupation can be found in the celebration of Shaka 
as a Pan-Africanist leader in Mazisi Kunene's epic, Emperor Shake 
the Great, and Wole Soyinka's poem, Ogun Abibiman. 

In each phase, we find subtle shifts in emphas,s from a 
specifically Southern African perspective on the Shakan era in 
the first two decades of this century; a European infusion which 
is essentially the colonizers' views of the colonized; and a 
revisionist trend, from both West African and South African 
writers, aimed at consolidating the myth of a "greater Zulu" 
identity and empire. 

Shaka thus emerges as all things to all men and they grapple with 
the problems of refashioning "history" in order to make sense of 
their contemporary reality. 



THE HURUfSHE, THE DIFAQANE AND THE FORMATION 
OF 1HE TRANSVAAL STATE 1820-1875 

Andrew Manson• University of Bophutatswana 

The Cobbing intervention in the "Mfecane debate" focuses on the 
overwhelming impact of white penetration upon African societies 
1n Southern Africa in the early nineteenth century. The 
implication of Cobbing's "theory" is that it permits a view of 
an omnipotent European power, driven by imperial and capitalist 
forces, carving out at will new states upon South Africa's 
highveld, thus determining the geopolitical structure of the 
modern South African State. 

This paper, by focusing on relations between the Hurutshe and the 
Boers on the hitherto unexamined north-western border of the 
Transvaal, shows that white society determined neither its 
locality nor the nature of its relationships with African 
communities with the ease one would have imagined if one is to 
believe Cobbing's assertion that the early forerunners of the 
capitalist system (the colonial agents and frontier traders and 
raiders) were responsible for sweeping established African 
communities from their historic homes a mere thirty years before 
Boer occupation of the western highveld. Thus on the surer 
empirical ground provided by the documentation of archives of the 
Transvaal state, (as rudimentary as it was), we must seriously 
re-assess the destructive impact of white penetration, without 
rejecting the real possiblity that white agency was a powerful 
contributory cause of the difaqane. 

JIii -.. ----- .. l 



PRE-DIFAQANE WARS IN THE WEST 

Neil Parsons 

Fourteen years ago I comp i 1 ed an account of the so-ea 11 ed Mfecane 
and Difaqane wars, and their origins, which was subsequently 
published in a textbook of 1982. Though self-consc1ously 
revisionist at the time, no doubt the book is now responsible for 
helping to perpetuate historical orthodoxy. 

My account of the wars and their origins east of the 
Drakensberg was hardly novel (following Omer-Cooper and Daniel 
& Webb) - except possibly in emphasizing the Ndwandwe-Tembe and 
even Rozvi forbears of military state development. My account 
of developments west of the Drakensberg, on the other hand, 
besides some judicious rejiggling of the received version 
(following Lye) of battles after 1821-22, was more innovative. 
I tried to show that the wars were a continuation of a long 
series of previous minor wars in the Kalahari-Highveld region 
since about 1770. In a subsequent textbook, for Zimbabwe 
schools, I even gave those wars a name - the "Ivory Wars", though 
Ivory-and-Cattle-and-Women Wars might have been more apposite. 

In the pape~ for the colloquium I will return to this topic 
of Pre-Difaqane Wars in the West - substantiating, questioning 
and revising what I wrote in the 1970s, and hopefully opening up 
pathways for more understanding and research on the 
Mfecane/Difaqane historical phenomenon as a whole. 

I • - --



MATIWANE'S ROAD TO MBHOLOlvlPHO: 
A reprieve for the 'mfecane'? 

J.B. Peires • UNITRA 

The article begins ulth a discussion or the sources 

available for the history of Matiuane. It proceeds to a 

discussion of Matiuane's alleged clash uith the Griq..ia, and his 

reasons for moving south to the Transke1. The third section 

looks at British Colonial policy, and the motivations uhich 

Impelled Lieutenant-Governor Bourke to send an army to fight 

against Matluane. Finally, I revieu the methodology adopted 

by Cobbing, and consider Its Implications for the remainder or 

the "Cobbing hypothesis." 

-• - - l 



EASTERN FRONTIER SLAVING AND ITS EXTENSION 
INTO 1HE TRANSORANGIA AND NATAL, 1770-1843 

I 

J Richner • Rhodes University 

This o•oer doAl, wtth two interconnected thcmos1 (t.> 1hc rofut~t1on of th9 
oerceotaon th~l thoro oY.!~tod • ·n&tura1- cnffittv bolwccn "Boer" end "&r1t
•lre•dv in th.o ll!'•rlv IC"/ h ccnturv. C2. > The ovlccnctt for ,. lc,c~l s1Avo 
r•tdlnQ and tradlna bv both British ~nd Boer Colonists ln tho Eastern C~oa. 
Tran5or•nqi• AS well•~ in N•t~l. 

tl.J Tho oooul~r And •ccadcm1c oorceotlons of the n~turc ~f the rcl~t•~nGhio 
botwacn ~oor •nd Enollsh 1n tho o•rlv 19th Century 1s 9ttll onv Qf 

~n~tur•llv on~1tv-. The studv of writings of the 10Z0•30 m~kc ,t o~,,~t 
cle.ar. tn.:at thcro w•• no such cntwitlv ~t tho tut1c. Thtu r.nmltv ortOH''-'ler1 1n 
tho Boar rooct1on. above all bv tho~e lod bV PAul Kruoor. to tnc Dr1tish 
CSheo•tone> •nn•,c•tlc,n of tha Tr.ansv41ol. lt re5ultcd tn • w~-.r which le-ft 
-osvcholoaic~t• sc•rs •Mong tno st•tes involved ~nd ~swell as Amono5t •11 
EnQllah ~nd Dutch soe•~lnn co•~unltlc• in Southorn Afric~. 

Dosoltc thv ~ffort~ of htstori•ns. auch ~• The~l. wn~ emoh3~lsco thr. c~•m~n 
n.>Gt of J -o•n-S04,..1th Afric.:.n wh1 tu fJ..ltlon•. tru, oerccot,on-s created 1n the 
1870"a/80"a remain. Tn• divisions of whites 1n thr nr•-arcat trok E~5tern 
C•o• w~re not thOse of MOocr- and NBrtt-. but those colonist t•&oor· or 
"'Or1t·> t"a•inst the [trlt111h tmoerlAl .-nd oh1l~ntrc,01c 1otcro:.t'!.. ,a:•t) 
Settlers boc,1ma hr••rild~n ~nd veJdkorn•t1 marrtod Boer women: m~nv tc~rnt 
Dutch: •nd eost t1noortant.lv. thev h~d thl" sacna ool lt1c~l/cconom1c 1ntcrost~ 
<l•nd •nd lilbour) 1n their COr'ltact with Afr-icans. Offlct•l• wh,:, S\IOQOrtod 
these •S•ttlor- interest~- bec•mv h~rocs CO"Urb~n~ Col. Hanrv S~mors~l> ,11nd 
thO•• who dld not wero the vtll•lns <Stockcnstrom. but alBo Lonoon ~nd tho 
etsG1onarlas.>. 

(2. > Li\b01...1r •t tho E.-isturn and fJorth E•slcrn Front1or ►10!l .1.Jw,1,vs ~carcc 
be-fore l83~. Tho •trekboor" economv doocndcd on ch~co l.1.bou.r ond of frrcc1 
little inc•nttves to 0ro~ovct1vo weorl:ers;. Thu~. • number of w~v5 to oet .ind 
k&!OO wort.:.or-• onto the f.i'rms wero dcv11.crt. thi,s oaoer 10 dc;tltna w\th ,:,no of 

:~:~~rnt~~o~~::~n1n°~h:u~:~: ~!t~
5

~=~~~;v
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~;!~~~e!h:n•:~::;::n7~: .. t~n t!:: 

hoe• and •t•m•- ·bu■h~•n• (m3lnlv children>. Fr0m 1770 onw3rds e~cn w1th VOC 
••nctton. KhOi. Bnst•rds and OC'lrli'in lncrc-..-•inqlv p.1.rtlc10.1.tcd in tho 
·bush••n w;ar- on tho side of tho colonist■. When orouo~ of thoso loll tho 
Colonv. thov continuod the •bus"-•n war-. with tho ■ole a1• of solllnQ 
•bu■ha~n children· to ~he colonv. ~tth the or101nal lB20 Settler scho~•
fad lino the ialre,,11dv Rl-Ootino Labour shc-rl..,Qe 1n the Eastc-rn C-'08 was 
on,,,.-«DOU•lv e,:.,cerb.:,tcd. fhc number of '"buGt\fflcn.. 1n the Tr.-nsor.,nala 
necro•sod while riatdino orouos multiol1od •nd the-sc raider~ bOQ~n to rttad 
Sotho-T~w•no ooool• for cattle And sl•ves for ••lo sold tnto the colonv. 
Uh•n ·Boor•· QOt to the Tr•n•or,1nql• they bouqht al.aves loc~llv from r~1ders 
and oartlclo•t•d the•selv•• 1n the r•ld1na of •l•v•s . 

• n 1821\ •nd 1825 • S9'1.\ll orouos ol Enollsh colonists <Port N1tt .. 1 hoodlu,,.<s) 
beoan to ·hunt'" •nd "'tr".)do· fro• Port Nat.at. lhcv were •chlofs .. over 
chiofdoms of N•tal Afrlc .. ns. m3rr1od thoir womon Coolvo~mv) 3nd w1tn tho,r 
Afrlc•n •r•le• (eoutoocd with ouns> hunted Eleohants. Hlooo-s ane1 a\._,, 
,.._,,idod for sl.1.ves which wor-o •htpood out lrom Pc,rt N.:itil\l .and •s. far South .-.1i 

tho M:l•vuvu. Untll 183'4 th•~~ "Port Nat~l hoodlum•- tr1od to act c,fflcl.al 
Brlti5h auooorti thcNqh wlthOut British control. Fro• thon onw~rds thov wer• 
co-OQor-•tlnQ with •n lncre.a~ln9lv re•tlos• s•ctlon of Dutch colonists al tho 
E•stern 8orct•r ol thv Caoe Colonv •nd ftn.:.llv d<-cidotl to found.1n t•l,lto\l. • 
nt.ato indoocndent of ~rt t.atn. Tho Co-oocrt1t1on betwoon •Port ,.,.it.al ho-?<1lu11t1s" 
•nd lho cm,orant bo~r• i• aooar•nt f.rom thotr combtn<-"d .act1c,n$ 1n l8S/t~R. 

Tho aurviv.al of both 9rouo~ of colonists dooonded on th•lr fut 1 control over 
th•tr Jiabour, th• Port tl•t•I hoodlu111• ovor th•ir ··oar:c-s•· with thousAnds ol 
Afrlc•n •st•v••w •nd tho Do•r• over tholr- •s•rv.ant•· tn tho o~trl~rch~l 
hOI.Jsohold unt t•. To ■f!cur• •nouqh ·•l•vos• for their r-osoact1vo cconc,m1os 
w•s thus o•r•-.ount. 101 In M•rch 1838 the .. Port U,11tal hooc1lu,a'3'" r.tlded +1-

:V.KI Zulu wo,11en And ch1ldr-on. After dofo..lttnq Otno.a.1n's •rmlc-s the Dc,cra 
rel\.•rned not onlv with +/- "O OC)t) c~ttlo. but at•o w1th •I- lQVO Zulu 
chi ldr•n. Bv 19":S Porrs on th• TransoranQt• h.ad ~ surolu5 c•Ot3Citv c,f •l•vos 
and sold the~ to tho Portu9uos• •t O•l•oo~ B~v. Tho Rcoublic of N•tal M•s 
the brlef fulfill•ent of both. the bo1rr•• •nd th• •Port N.at.1.l h◊odlw,-••••• 
dr••• ol thelr control over on tndepend•nt slave stato ln South•rn Afr1c•. 
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I COBBING AND THE HISTORIANS ' 

Christopher Saunders • University of Cape Town 

In attacking the 'Mfecane', Cobbing has attacked a large and 
disparate group of historians, from Theal through Walker to Omer
Cooper and Davenport. Cobbing accuses these historians of a 
range of sins, from inventing mythical 'Mfecanes' to conspiracy, 
from suppressing information on slave-raiding to mere hyperbole. 

How sound are Cobbing's criticisms and accusations? This paper 
considers the way historians have handled the 'Mfecane' over 
time, and assesses Cobbing's interpretation of their writings on 
this topic. 

The following caveats will Q.QJ. apply: 

any relationship between this Abstract and the paper that 
will emerge for the September Colloquium is coincidental 

remarks to be made about historians are not to be taken to 
refer to actual individuals, living or dead 

-,. - - I 



UNMASKING THE FINGO: 
The War of 1835 revisited 

Alim Webster • Rhodes University 

Thi• paper has two concurrent themes : the war of 1835 and the identity of the 
fingo. In settler and 'mfecanc' historiography, these two subjects have been 
compartmentalised; the first into white 'frontier' history, and the second into 
African, 'mfecane' history. But neither can be understood outside the context of 
the other. The orthodox interpretations of both areas are deeply flawed and need 
extensive revision and reinterpretation. For one and a half centuries the 
propagandistic explanation of the events of 1835 put forvard by the 'Graham's 
To\o'J\ faction', the colonial military authorities and the Cape Governor D'Urban 
has remained essentially unchanged. 

The War of 1835 (otherwise the 6th frontier War) has hitherto been described as 
an unprovoked attack by the 'Xhosa' on the Colony, masterminded by the Gcaleka 
paramount Hintsa and carried out by a laq;e percentage of the Rharhabe and 
Gcaleka, to which the Colony responded defensively. This interpretation needs to 
be inverted. It vas the Colony who vas aggressor, its power exhibited over 
decades of frontier incursions and Rharhabe land seizure. The Rharhabe reacted 
in late 1834 to this pressure, although their attacks vere on a much sinaller 
scale than claimed by the settlers. D'Urban then took the opportunity to destroy 
Rharhabe political structures, undermine Gcaleka stability, and seize enormous 
numbers of cattle, most Rharhabe land, and thousands of vomen and children to 
solve the entrenched colonial labour shortage. 

It is this inversion of the 1835 orthodoxy that leads to a re-examination of the 
identity of the fingo (nov called Hfengu). The settler (and still accepted) 
orthodoxy on Fingo history is that they were an amalgamation of various 'tlatnl' 
groupings, chased south by the devastations of Shaka and the •mfecane •. The Fingo 

fled to Hintsa vho welcomed them, but they soon fell victim to Gcaleka 
oppression. From this they were rescued by the British in 1835. As a result of 
the claims about the origins of fingo movements, their 'history' has been placed 
firmly as an aspect of 'mfecane' theory. The explanations for fingo identity lie 
not in Zulucentric expansion, but in the exhibition of British power in 1835. Of 
the 17000 claimed fingo in 1835, a mere two hundred have roots traceable to 
'llatal'. A good percentage of the Fingo vere actually Thembu, Hpondo, Gcaleka and 
Rharhabe from the Wesleyan missions, and others were •caffer' military 

collaborators. There is substantial evidence to point to the assertion that the 
majority of Fingo in 1835 vere Gcaleka, Rharhabe and Bomvana women and children, 
captured by the colonial forces in 1835, and forced into servitude in the labour-
1tarved Colony. 

A re-examination of the War of 1835 thus shows that the Fingo must be removed 
from 'mfecane' theory. Their origins lie in colonial penetration and labour-based 
expansion, not in mythical vanderinga attributed without evidence to Shaken power 
and Zulu destruction. This is a clear case of the poverty of •mfecane' 
empiricism, The structure and credibility of the entire •mfecane' argwnent needs 
examination in light of the removal of the Fingo from it. 



POLITTCAL 1RANSFORMATIONS IN NATAL IN THE LATE 
18TH AND EARLY 19TH CENTURIES 

J.B. Wright • University of Natal 

This paper is the third in a series which essays to provide a 

new baseline for thinking into the history of the Thukela

M.:iml:hulu region in the period c.1760-c.1830. In the first, 

have argued that th., concept of the mfecane is of little, if 

any, use in analy.:ing the history of the period. In the second, 

I have argued that the standard account of the region's history 

in these years, that which appears in A.T. Bryant's Olden Times 

in Zululand and Natal, is based largely on colonial-made myths, 

and cannot be regarded as reliable. In the present paper I go 

on to outline an alternative interpretation of the evidence. 

Its main lines of argument are as fpllows. Firstly, that the 

beginnings of major political changes south of the Thukela long 

predate the emergence of the Zulu state. These changes were a 

product of conflicts which were becoming widespread in the 

Delagoa Bay hinterland as a result of the expansion of maritime 

trade at the bay after c.1760. Second, that in the period of 

major upheaval in the late 1810s and early 1820s, the emerging 

Zulu state was simply one among a number of important political 

actors in the region. Third, that though the Zulu were 

eventually able to establish domination over the region, they 

did not 'devastate' it, as conventionally they are supposed to 

have done, and were unable effectively to occupy more than a 

small part of it. They were still in the process of establish

ing a hold on the region, when, in the mid-1820s, its political 

dynamics began to be transformed by the increasing involvement 

of British traders from the Cape in the affairs of the Zulu 

state . 

.. 
• -- --_____ ,. 



LANGUAGE AND ASSASSINATION: 
Aspects of white writers' portrayal of Shaka and the Zulus 

Dan Wylie • Rhodes University 

There is no clear distinction betweon worlce by white writer" on Shale& which 
preaent themaelvea aa ·hlatory" or aa •fiction·. A numbor ot lingulatlc and 
narratlvo atrategloa are corrtn<>n to both types, and aro repeated in markedly 
eimllar Corms throughout the 170 yearn of literature on Shaka. These torma, 
which imply a atability of underlying attitude and power-relation&, are 
sufficiently atable and numeroua for a descriptive terminology to be developed. 

Thi ■ papor proposes tour claaaeo of language-strategy, none mutually oxcluaivc. 
The first claa■ le here termed enterrment (or en-earthment). Thu Zulu le aligned 
with the earth, nature, the anlmal, the underworld; thle may be in open 
derogation or in ambivalent admiration; it therefore frequently invoke& or 
reifies unintelligibility, tlmeleoe atael9, incorrlglbllity. 

I\ ■econd clae■ le termed layback. Thie ■lgnifiee ways in which writers' 
attitude■ (often unwittingly) pull ln oppoaite directions. For lnotance, the 
impulse to under■tanding may be ln tenalon with di■mieoal, "ethnography" with 
Eurocentric judgement, admiration with repulsion. Storioo, jokes and 
exaggerations apparently designed to affirm Zulu values in fact do the oppooite. 

I\ third class involves projection. Thie covers those unconscious psychological 
impulaae by which the Zulu becomes an embodiment of the writer's own fears, 
deeirea or prejudices: including the portrayal of sexuality and violence, 
Eurocentric categorizationa (eg. military and political) and compariaona (eg. 
Shaka ae the "Black Napoleon"), 

1\11 these overlap strongly with a fourth claea, termed deadlighting. Thie lo an 
eeaentlally protective, eelf-encloelng manoeuvre, by which the Zulu reality io 
tictlonalioed, commandeered to European mythologies and inherited tropea, and 
embelliahed, and eo denied its own voice. 

such linguietlc-narrational davicea abound ln a corpuo of literature distinctive 
tor ita ince■tuoua, frequently plagiari■ tic repetition of taloa and phraoee. An 
awareness of the rhotorlcal heritage of all the works on Shaka thuo becomes 
ea■ential for an accurate reas■e■ament of them either as historical aourcea or 
ae documents of a colonial culture and mindset. 

I -- --



UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES 
University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg 

Forthcoming Burton Exhibition 
Gertrude Posel Galleries 

The University Art Galleries is presently engaged in mounting an 
exhibition and compiling a catalogue that will represent a sizeable 
collection of objects ofLuban and Songye origin. These pieces were 
obtained from the Apostolic missionary W.F.P. Burton during his 
time spent with the Congo Evangelistic Mission, starting in the 
1920's. 

Burton spent most of the rest of his life working amongst the 
people of Lubaland. From 1933-1941 he collected a variety of 
objects ranging from ancient pots to household and ritual items 
which he presented to the University's Social Anthropology 
Department. He supplemented the collection with extensive 
photographic~ and written documentation. 

Whilst currently in the early stages of preparation for the 
exhibition, significant issues have emerged which we hope to 
explore as the process unfolds. We would like to engage with the 
current art/ artifact debates as well as the politics ofrepresentation. 

Furthermore, due to the nature of the material at our disposal it 
seems logical to focus the exhibition around Burton 'The Collector'. 
Given the history /traditions of Western display and gallery 
practises, we are also aware of the issues associated with the 
promotion of the individual. We hope to challenge, question and 
engage with the existing debates mentioned above whilst at the 
same time maintaining a coherent and historically relevant 
reconstruction of the material at our disposal. 

Fiona Rankin-Smith 
Nessa Leibhammer 
6.6.91 



UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND, JOHANNESBURG 

HISTORY WORKSHOP 

The 'Mfecane': New and exciting research in this area has forced historians 
and teachers to rethink the way we teach 19th century South African 
history. 

As in the past, the History Workshop is encouraging wide participation 
in reshaping and refocusingSouthAfricanHistory,making current research 
accesible to practising teachers. 

So we invite all teachers to attend a conference to share ideas about 
teaching the 'mfecane'. New insights and theories have come to the fore 
and we need to explore them together. 

The teachers' day will be held at Wits University on Monday 9 
September, 1991. 

The programme will be held in two sessions: 
Morning: Papers on teaching the 'mfecane' 
Afternoon: A session on teaching methodologies with videos and 

apaneldiscussion.Manyoftheparticipantsinanearlier 
academic conference on the 'mfecane' will participate in 
this session. 

Anyone interested in attending or participating in the teacher's day should 
contact: 

History Workshop 
University of the Witwatersrand 
Johannesburg, Wits 2050 
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